4th November 2019
To Secretary of State, BEIS Department
I write in the following capacity,
. Founder and National Director of the Charity
Compassion in Care, which supports Whistle-blowers
working in Health and Social Care
. Co Founder and National Director of The Whistler
which supports whistle-blowers from all other sectors
. A BUPA 7 whistle-blower, the first case to use PIDA
and the first case to be failed by PIDA
We have to date via our National Help-line supported
and gathered evidence from over Seven Thousand
Whistle-blowers.
Uniquely we also have supported over Five thousand
families who have lost a loved one needlessly or had
a loved one abused because, whistle-blowers were
ignored or staff too afraid to speak out.
I therefore find it of grave concern that your
Department has endorsed the dubious and flawed
recommendations that the APPG on whistleblowing is
advocating, based data from under 400 whistle-blowing
cases which includes some genuine cases.

Our detailed work questioning the validity of the
evidence relied on by this APPG is attached and for
ease of reference, I have also listed some of our
reports below.
The Scandal Behind UK Whistleblowing Law
Response to Whistle-blowing Debate
Some of the money from Lobbyists
Summery of work exposing WBUK APPG whistle-blowing
We are completely opposed to all of the
recommendations made by the APPG on whistle-blowing
and WBUK.
Our evidence fully contradicts this compromised APPG.
An Office for the Whistle-blower will fail as surely
as it has failed to protect the US whistle-blower, we
have evidence from whistle-blowers across every US
state corroborating this fact. This system will serve
the profit margins of the compliance and legal
industry at the expense of whistle-blowers and those
whose lives depend on whistle-blowers.
Please answer all of the following Questions.
Were you aware that the office for the whistle-blower
system is the first step in opening the door to the
reprehensible US bounty hunting system, which is not
and never will be whistle-blowing?
Were you aware that the bounty hunting US law firm
Constantine Cannon is funding both WBUK and the
Secretariat of the APPG on whistle-blowing?
Where you aware that the compliance company Navex
Global, a company that provides compliance for a
company involved in current global abuse scandals
where staff were too afraid to speak out?

Were you aware that Navex Global is a generous funder
of WBUK and sponsor of the work of the APPG on
whistle-blowing?
Were you aware that the compliance company known as
Protect PCAW, also endorses the Office for the
whistle-blower scam?
Were aware that protect PCAW wrote the current
abysmal excuse for legal protection, PIDA. Which was
written with compliance and not court rooms in mind?
Were you aware that the office for the whistle-blower
is a thinly disguised gravy train for the compliance
and legal industries whose market in whistleblowing
worldwide is worth billions?
Were you aware that the CEO of WBUK, the secretariat
of the APPG on Whistle-blowing, Georgina Halford Hall
has been masquerading as both a whistle-blower (which
she is not) and that WBUK is not a whistle-blower
support organisation at all but a front for lobbyists
and personal financial gain and that if there was no
gain there was no support?
Were you aware that a considerable number of whistleblowers contacted WBUK but were not contacted back,
indicating that only lucrative whistleblowing cases
were being cherry picked for selling on to favoured
law firms?
Were you aware that people continued to suffer abuse
whilst whistle-blowers waited for a Reply from WBUK
which never came?
Were aware that the APPG blocked genuine whistleblowers from giving evidence because it did not suit
their agenda?
Were aware that Sir Norman Lamb recently publicly
resigned from the APPG when WBUK refused to answer
his questions?

I would ask that you look at the website
of this charity and note the work we do each year;
this is what a genuine whistle-blowing support
organisation looks like for reference.
I ask for a list of contact between your Department
and WBUK, and if any money was given to WBUK and if
so, how much and what for?
As Georgina Halford Hall is clueless about whistleblowing I find it incredible that this scam could
have proceeded as far as it has, and I expect a full
inquiry.
Any attempt to proceed with The Office for the
Whistle-blower scam based on evidence from under 400
whistle-blowers (numbers fully disputed) whilst
ignoring evidence from over 7000 genuine Whistleblowers, can only be seen for what it is.
I look forward to hearing from you without delay
Eileen Chubb

